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1 - Show 1: Let's Make a Date, Two Line Vocabulary

Ayumi: Hello and welcome to "Whose Line is it Anime?" In today's episode, "I'm selfish" - Seto Kaiba!

*Camera moves over Kaiba in a chair on stage. He is pressing buttons on a calculator*

Ayumi: "I'm evil" - Yami Bakura!

*Camera moves over Bakura. He grins menacingly*

Ayumi: "I'm stupid" - Joey Wheeler!

*Camera moves over Joey. He frowns at being called stupid*

Ayumi: And last but not least, "I'm handsome" - Duke Devlin!

*Camera moves over Duke. He is looking in a portable mirror*

Ayumi: I'm your host, Ayumi Tamahaki! Come on down and let's have some fun. *sits behind the desk*
Hello! Welcome to "Whose Line is it Anime?" the show where everything's made up and the points don't
matter! That's right, just like Dungeon Dice Monsters, they don't mean a thing!

Duke: I resent that!

Ayumi: I'm sure you do. Anyway, if you've never seen this show before, what going to happen is these
guys are going to make up everything you see from suggestions written on these cards. *holds up cards*
We give them fakey points and we pick a "winner" at the end who gets to sit in my chair and torture the
rest of us. *laughter*

Bakura: *gets an evil look on his face*

Ayumi: O-kay...Let's get things started with a game called "Let's Make a Date!" This is for all four of you.
*Kaiba, Joey, and Duke sit on three stools that are next to each other on stage. Bakura sits in a fourth
one a little away* Bakura, you're a contestant on a dating-type show. You have to figure out the
personalities of these three bachelors by asking them questions. Go ahead and start the game when
you're ready.

Bakura: *in a girlie voice which arouses laughter* Okay bachelor number one, if we went on a date,
where would you take me?

Kaiba: *caption reads "mad scientist" * Somewhere dark and spooky...a basement perhaps, filled with
vials and cages and electrical equipment! Mwahahahahahaha!!!!!!

Bakura: My kind of place... So, bachelor number two, if you were an animal, what would you be?



Joey: *caption reads "tree-hugger" * Any animal! They are so important to our society. We should try to
protect their habitats as well as we can.

Audience: *gasps at the fact that Joey said something intelligent*

Ayumi: Who knew that Joey knew that stuff?

Kaiba: *talking to Joey* We shouldn't protect animals! The only thing they're good for is testing
experiments.

Bakura: *after recovering from the shock* All-righty then...Bachelor number three, I'm almost afraid to
ask anything, but what would you get me for my birthday?

Duke: *caption reads "drunk bartender" * On whatever day that *hiccup* is, you could come down to
*hiccup* my place, and I'll *hiccup* give you a glass of Tequila on the *hiccup* house.

Ayumi: *hits buzzer* Okay, times up. Can you guess what they are, Bakura?

Bakura: *back to normal voice* First, I pick bachelor number one. He's an evil scientist.

Ayumi: Correct.

Bakura: Bachelor number two is...obsessed with nature?

Ayumi: Well, it says "tree-hugger." But close enough. What about Duke?

Bakura: Bachelor number three is a bartender who's drunk.

Ayumi: Exactly, good job guys. *Contestants walk back to their seats* Two thousand points to Bakura for
getting them all and sounding like a girl, 1,000 to Joey for saying something smart, and 500 points to
Kaiba for laughing evilly.

Duke: Why don't I get anything?

Ayumi: Those hiccups were REAL.

Duke: Darn *hiccup* it!

Ayumi: Let's move on with a game called..."Two Line Vocabulary." This is for Duke, Bakura, and Joey.
*they approach the stage* The scene is you're on a safari in Australia. Bakura, you're the guide. Duke,
you're Joey's girlfriend -

Duke: I'm his WHAT!? *hiccup*

Joey: He's my WHAT!?



Ayumi: Duke, you're Joey's girlfriend. NO BUTS!!! This is you're birthday present from him. The twist is,
Bakura can say anything he wants - except for swears.

Bakura: Chikuso!

Ayumi: *staring at Bakura angrily* Joey, the only lines you're allowed to say are "Should I shoot it?" and
"Somebody needs a hug." Duke, you're only allowed to say, "What was that?" and "That's not good."
Start the scene!

Bakura: *in an Australian accent* If you look to you're left, you'll see a family of Kangaroos.

Joey: *cocking a pretend gun* Should I shoot it?

Bakura: No! It's an endangered species!

Duke: That's not good.

Bakura: No, being endangered is not good.

Duke: *waving hand in front of nose* Oh...what was THAT?

Bakura: That would be a camel to your right.

Joey: Should I shoot it?

Bakura: NO!!!

Joey: Somebody needs a hug...

Duke: *scared* What was that!?

Joey: Somebody needs a hug. *hugs Duke*

Bakura: It's a charging rhinoceros!

Duke: That is NOT good!

Joey: Should I shoot it?

Bakura: Yes! YES!!! Shoot it NOW!!!!!

Duke: That's not good!

Bakura: *yelling* It is if you don't want to be scrambled!

Joey: Somebody needs a hug!



Ayumi: *hits buzzer* That's enough of that. Good job guys. Let's see, 1,000 points to Bakura for the
accent, and to Joey for hugging Duke. And I didn't give you any Duke because it would have been a
whole lot funnier if you're hiccups didn't go away right before the scene!

Duke: But they're *hiccup* back now!

Ayumi: Too late. Anyway, you weren't acting like Joey's girlfriend. Right now, let's take a commercial
break.



2 - Show 1: Party Quirks, Scenes From a Hat

Ayumi: Hello and welcome back to "Whose Line is it Anime?" Let's continue the show with "Party
Quirks." This is for all four of you. *they step out onto the stage* Duke, you're hosting a party, and Kaiba,
Bakura, and Joey are the guests. They each have a different personality or "quirk," and we'll see if Duke
can guess them all. Go ahead and start the party and I'll ring them in one-at-a-time with the doorbell.

Duke: *pretending to lay things out on a table* Okay, I got the *hiccup* - oops - chips, salsa - *doorbell
rings* Coming! *opens the pretend door* Hi Joey. *hiccup*

Joey: *caption reads "Duke Devlin before he was defeated by Yugi" * Don't "hi" the next King of Games!

Duke: O-kay...Help yourself to the *hiccup* soda. *doorbell rings* Coming. *opens door* Hey Kaiba.

Kaiba: *caption reads "Joey's paranoid girlfriend" * I refuse to humiliate myself like this.

Ayumi: If you don't do it, you'll be just like Duke.

Kaiba: Very well. *rushes over to Joey* *in a high-pitched voice* Joey, don't eat the chips! They could be
poisonous!

Joey: Don't tell ME what to do! I only listen to geniuses like Pegasus.

Duke: I have *hiccup* some really weird guests here. *doorbell rings* Coming already! *opens door*
Welcome to the party *hiccup* Bakura.

Bakura: *caption reads "scared of everything" * What!? A party!? NO!!! *running around the stage* Not a
PARTY!!! AHHHHHHH!!!!!!

Joey: I think I'll hold a party in my shop to celebrate my victory against that cheater!

Kaiba: *still in high-pitched voice* You can't! Parties are dangerous! Someone could come drunk and
destroy your house!

Bakura: NO!!! Anything but a HOUSE!!!!! *screams*

Joey: *to Kaiba* I said, don't tell me what to do!!!

Kaiba: *high-pitched, still* You weren't this bossy last night...

Joey: What!? *faints and is caught by Bakura*

Ayumi: *hits buzzer* That's...*laughter*...enough...*laughter* Duke, can you possibly guess who they
are?



Duke: Joey was me *hiccup* before Yugi defeated me. *Ayumi nods* Kaiba *laughter followed by a
hiccup* was Joey's girlfriend who always thinks something bad is going to *hiccup* happen to him.

Ayumi: "Paranoid," yeah. Bakura?

Duke: Thinks...everything's dangerous?

Ayumi: He was "scared of everything." *Duke nods and goes back to his seat*

Kaiba: *walks back to his seat* I'd better get a whole lot of points for that.

Bakura: *dumps the unconscious Joey into his seat* It's more fun than I thought being hyper. *sits down*

Ayumi: Okay, 3,000 points to Kaiba for being a girl, 1,000 to Duke for getting their personalities and for
the hiccups - if you want to get rid of them, try drinking from a glass backwards. Lastly, 500 points to
Joey for fainting.

Duke: *drinks backwards from a glass* Thanks; I think it worked. *dumps the rest of his water on Joey,
causing him to wake up*

Joey: *sitting up quickly* What!? What happened? *rubs head* And why do I have a headache?

Ayumi: You fainted when Kaiba said "You weren't this bossy last night..." - which earned you 500 points.

Kaiba: And you have a headache because Bakura dropped you in your chair.

Joey: Thanks a lot, Bakura!

Bakura: Your welcome.

Ayumi: Catch, Joey. *throws Joey a bottle* Advil always works for me. Now, let's play one of my favorite
games, "Scenes from a Hat"! *takes a cowboy hat out from under desk* What happens is we have the
audience write down different suggestions for scenes they want to have done. We take the good ones
and stick them in this hat, and we'll see how many our contestants can act out.

*Kaiba and Bakura stand on the left side of the stage; Duke and Joey on the right*

Ayumi: *pulls out slip of paper from hat* The first scene is "What cartoon characters do during
commercials."

*all four people walk on stage*

Kaiba: *pretends to deal out cards* Aces are high, and Jokers are wild.

Bakura: *lies down on the stage* Zzzzzzzzzzzz.......



Joey: *walks on stage* Quick, quick! Someone get me more hair spray!!!

Duke: *walks on stage* Who drank all the coffee?

Ayumi: "Names for a miracle product that turn you off."

Bakura: *walks on stage* New and improved "Kaibacillin"!

Kaiba: *growls and walks on stage* Who needs "Kaibacillin" when you can have "Arukab"!

Ayumi: *scribbling on a piece of paper* Arukab...Hey, that's Bakura spelled backwards!

Kaiba: Yep.

*Bakura and Kaiba exchanged death glares*

Ayumi: *sweat-drops* Let's go on, shall we? *pulls out another paper* "The journal of Seto Kaiba."

Joey: *walks on stage; pretends to write* Today, I defeated the following losers... *pretends to turn a
page* I defeated these losers... *turns another page* The following were defeated by me...

Ayumi: *hits buzzer* You don't need to do the WHOLE journal, Joey.

Duke: *walks on stage; pretends to write* Here are the updates on my plan to get rid of Bakura...

Bakura: *walks on stage; pretend to write* The balance of my bank account as of today: 6.37 times 10 to
the 16th power.

Ayumi: *pulls out paper* Oh no... *slaps herself on the head* "What Ayumi Tamahaki is thinking right
now."

Joey: *walks on stage* Now I understand why Drew Carrey didn't take this job.

Kaiba: *walks on stage* God - Kaiba's hot!

Ayumi: *becomes as red as a tomato*

Duke: *walks on stage* I think I'll give 10,000 points to Duke...

Ayumi: *hits buzzer* In your dreams, Dukey boy.

Duke: WHAT DID YOU JUST CALL ME!?!?!?

Ayumi: Dukey boy.

Joey: Are you related to Pegasus?



Ayumi: Jigoku, no! I just thought "Dukey boy" sounded kind of cute. Besides, it's MUCH better than the
"Devlin-boy" Pegasus came up with, don't you think?

*Joey, Kaiba, Bakura, and Duke all sweat-drop*

Ayumi: Oh well. I give 1,000 points to Joey and Bakura, and 2,000 to Kaiba. Now, let's take a
commercial break. When we come back we'll find out who the winner is! *throws cowboy hat like a
Frisbee*



4 - Show 1: The Winner: Irish Drinking Song

Ayumi: *standing on stage with Bakura, Joey, and Duke* Hello and welcome back to "Whose Line is it
Anime?" Tonight's winner - Seto Kaiba! *applause*

Kaiba: *sitting in Ayumi's chair* Thank you, I'll be here all night.

Ayumi: So, we're going to do a game for you called "Irish Drinking Song!" What I need from the audience
is something that would change you life.

Audience: Perm! Moved to Europe! Got a pet! Marriage!

Ayumi: I like that one. We'll do the "Got a pet Irish Drinking Song." *music starts*

All: Oh...i-dee-dye-dee-dye-dee-dye-dee-dye!

Bakura: Yesterday I got a pet,

Ayumi: It was a little dog.

Joey: I named it John,

Duke: After my Uncle Bob.

Bakura: He had such white fur.

Ayumi: He got lost in the blizzard.

Joey: I loved him so much,

Duke: Although I really wanted a lizard!

All: Oh...i-dee-dye-dee-dye-dee-dye-dee-dye!

Ayumi: I went to the pet store,

Joey: To get another pet.

Duke: But they didn't have any lizards,

Bakura: Or at least, not yet.

Ayumi: So I walked on down to Petco,



Joey: To see what was in stock.

Duke: But they didn't let me in,

Bakura: 'Cause I didn't have any socks!

All: Oh...i-dee-dye-dee-dye-dee-dye-dee-dye!

Joey: I drove across town,

Duke: In order to find Petsmart.

Bakura: But by the time I arrived,

Ayumi: There were out of shopping carts.

Joey: Still I looked for a pet.

Duke: I examined all the fish.

Bakura: Then I looked at the cats.

Ayumi: I didn't know what to pick!

All: Oh...i-dee-dye-dee-dye-dee-dye-dee-dye!

Duke: I finally chose another dog,

Bakura: One that was black.

Ayumi: So in case it got lost again,

Joey: I could get it back.

Duke: I brought it home with me.

Bakura: I gave it some food.

Ayumi: I didn't think he liked it,

Joey: But I thought it was pretty good!

All: Oh...i-dee-dye-dee...dye...dee...dye...dee...dyyyyeeee!!!

Ayumi: We'll see you next time on "Whose Line is it Anime?"!



5 - Show 2: Hollywood Director, the Millionaire Show

Ayumi: Good evening and welcome to "Whose Line is it Anime?" On today's episode, "I love Funny
Bunny!" - Maximillion Pegasus!

*Camera moves over Pegasus. He is reading a Funny Bunny comic book*

Ayumi: "Who doesn't love a bad Soap Opera?" - Mai Valentine!

*Camera moves over Mai. She is looking at her reflection in a compact*

Ayumi: "I'll watch anything that's Anime!" - Tristan Taylor!

*Camera moves over Tristan. He is watching Yu Yu Hakusho on a portable TV*

Ayumi: And last but not least, "I prefer America's Funniest Animals" - Tea Gardner!

*Camera moves over Tea. She is reading a book*

Ayumi: I'm your host, Ayumi Tamahaki! Come on down and let's have some fun. *sits behind the desk*
Hello and welcome to "Whose Line is it Anime?" the show where everything's made up and the points
don't matter! That's right, just like the Millennium Eye to Yugi, they're useless!

Pegasus: It was actually quite useful.

Ayumi: But Yugi still beat you! Anyway, if you've never seen this show before, what going to happen is
these guys are going to make up everything you see from off the top of their heads. We give them
pretend points and we pick a "winner" at the end who gets to make the buzzy noise! *hits buzzer multiple
times*

Mai: *whispering to Tristan* I think she's gone off the deep end...

Ayumi: Why don't we get the show started with "Hollywood Director"! This is all four of you. *contestants
walk on stage* Mai, Tristan, and Tea - you're going to act out a scene, and every now and then
Pegasus, who's the director, will come in give you tips on how to act. The scene is: You're at Kaiba
Corps. Mai, you're the secretary. Tea, you are -

Tea: *thinking* Not Kaiba, not Kaiba, PLEASE not Kaiba!!!

Ayumi: - trying to steal Kaiba's enormous amounts of money.

Tea: Awesome!

Pegasus: Why does SHE get to steal from Kaiba-boy!?



Ayumi: Tristan, you're the police officer that comes in to stop Tea.

Tristan: If this was in real life, I wouldn't want to stop her.

Ayumi: Just get on with the scene!

Mai: *pretends to file papers*

Tea: *walks in; pretends to point a gun at Mai* Give me all of Kaiba's money! *thinks for a second* And
his Duel Monsters cards, too!

Mai: *damsel-in-distress voice* Oh, help me! Help me please!

Tristan: *runs in; pretends to point a gun at Tea* Drop all of Kaiba's money! *thinks for a second* And his
Duel Monsters cards, too!

Pegasus: *walks in* Cut! CUT!!! That was horrible! I've seen Funny Bunny criticisms better than that!

Tristan: Don't you ever think of anything other than Funny Bunny?

Pegasus: Yes, actually. I also think of the world's finest fruit juice, dueling, and my darling Cecelia!
*sniffle*

Tea: He's officially a grade-A nutcase.

Pegasus: I've got an idea! Do the scene like you're all ducks! What are you all looking at me for?
Action!!!

Mai: *pretends to file papers*

Tea: *walks in; pretends to point a gun at Mai* Give me - quack - all of Kaiba's - quack - money! *thinks
for a second* And his - quack - Duel Monsters cards - quack - too!

Mai: *damsel-in-distress voice* Oh, help me! Quack! Help me - quack - please!

Tristan: *runs in; pretends to point a gun at Tea* Drop - quack - all of Kaiba's - quack - money! *thinks for
a second* And his - quack - Duel Monsters cards - quack - too!

Pegasus: *walks in* Cut, cut, cut! That wasn't such a good idea.

Tea: You think?

Mai: No, I don't think he does.

Pegasus: Of course I do! Anyway, this time do the scene like you're in a Ninja movie! Action!



Mai: *does Ninja-like moves to file pretend papers* Hi-ya! *kicks pretend filling cabinet drawer to close it*

Tea: *walks in; does the Ninja stance* Give me all of Kaiba's money! *thinks for a second* And his Duel
Monsters cards, too!

Mai: *does Ninja stance* You'll have to get through me, first!

Tristan: *runs in; also does Ninja stance* Drop all of Kaiba's money! *thinks for a second* And his Duel
Monsters cards, too!

Pegasus: *walks in* Cut! Cut! Cut! We need to add something new...Wait, I know! Do the scene
backwards! That's right, backwards. Action! Oops...I mean: Noitca!

Tristan: *is pointing pretend gun at Tea* Oot, sdrac Sretsnom Leud sih dna! *thinks for a second* Yenom
S'abiak fo lla pord! *runs out backwards*

Mai: *damsel-in-distress voice* Esaelp em pleh! Em pleh, ho!

Tea: *is pointing pretend gun at Mai* Oot, sdrac Sretsnom Leud sih dna! *thinks for a second* Yenom
S'abiak fo lla em evig! *walks out backwards*

Mai: *pretends to file papers*

Ayumi: *hits buzzer* That was wonderful, guys! I'll give 1,000 points to Tea, Tristan, and Mai for talking
backwards, and 500 points to Pegasus for making them act like ducks. Now, let's move on with a game
called "The Millionaire Show." This is for all four of you. Mai, you're a contestant on the Millionaire Show
- like "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire?" - and Pegasus is the host. Tea, you're the person on the other
end of the phone line. Tristan, you're the person in the audience. The twist is, this is the Ancient
Egyptian version! Start whenever you're ready.

Pegasus: *sitting on a stool on stage* You're only two questions away from winning a million gold
pieces. You have two lifelines left. Are you ready?

Mai: *sitting on a stool on stage* I'm ready.

Pegasus: Okay, you're first question is: "Thoth is the god of what?" A, the underworld, B, knowledge, C,
craftsmanship, or D, ice cream?

Mai: Hmmm...This is a tricky one...I think I'm going to use a lifeline.

Pegasus: Would you like to go up into the audience, or phone a friend?

Mai: What's a "phone"?

Pegasus: It's a form of communication that will be invented in about 4,876 years from now.

Mai: In that case, I'd like to phone my priestess friend, Isis.



Tea: *over phone line* Greetings, Mai.

Mai: Good afternoon, Isis. I need you to tell me what Thoth is the god of.

Tea: Is it multiple choice?

Mai: It was, but I've forgotten all the answers. So, is it A, B, C, or D?

Tea: Well, I have no clue what Thoth is the god of, so I'll just say C.

Mai: Okay, then. Good-bye, Isis.

Tea: Good-bye. *hangs up phone*

Mai: I'm going to have to go with C.

Pegasus: Is that your final answer?

Mai: Actually, it is.

Pegasus: *acting upset* You picked C. You just had to pick C. *excited* Because it's the right answer!

Mai: *screams in delight*

Pegasus: Now, just one more question. "What does a house in Hieroglyphics stand for?" A, a, B, b, C, c,
or D, d?

Mai: Um, I'd like to go up into the audience to my betrothal partner, Imhotep. *looks toward audience*
Imhotep?

Tristan: *up in the audience* Oh yes, darling?

Mai: Do you know the answer to the question?

Tristan: I'm going to say D, because it's the first letter in "dog" and that reminds me of Joey.

Mai: Thank you! *looks back at Pegasus* I'm going with D, d. And that's my final answer.

Pegasus: *upset* You picked D, d. I'm afraid that... *excited* IT'S THE RIGHT ANSWER!!! You won a
million gold pieces!

Mai: I always knew I would.

Ayumi: *hits buzzer* You guys don't know anything about Egypt, do you?

Tea: I had no clue whatsoever who Thoth was.



Ayumi: Thoth is the god of knowledge! And a house in Hieroglyphics is an "H"!

Tristan: How did you know that?

Ayumi: It's all right here! *holds up book called Book of the Millennia* This has all you need to know
about Ancient Egypt.

Pegasus: I need to get myself a copy.

Ayumi: Sorry, this is the only one! So, for that last game, 1,500 points to Tristan for calling Mai "darling"
and Joey a dog, 1,000 to Mai for the names Isis and Imhotep, and 500 to Pegasus for making up the
questions. We'll be right back after this commercial break!



6 - Show 2: Press Conference, Scenes From a Hat

Ayumi: Hello and welcome back to "Whose Line is it Anime?" Why don't we continue the show with
"Press Conference." This is for all four of you. *contestants walk on stage* Pegasus is holding a press
conference to make a big announcement, but he doesn't know what the announcement is. Tea, Tristan,
and Mai are reporters and based on the questions they ask Pegasus will try to determine who he is and
what he is announcing. Start whenever you're ready.

Mai, Tea, & Tristan: *look at card saying what Pegasus is*

Pegasus: *caption reads "Yugi's Dark Magician announcing his engagement" * Thank you all for coming
to this important press conference. *Tristan raises hand* Yes?

Tristan: Buddy Lewis, from the National Inkier. Do you think this will interfere with your job?

Pegasus: Not at all. I plan to do the best that I can do no matter what. *Tea raises hand* Yes?

Tea: Suzy Marks, from Majestic Shadow. Won't Yugi miss having you close by?

Pegasus: Awe, screw him! This is none of his business. *Mai raises hand* Yes?

Mai: Nicole Johnson, from Us magazine. Who's the lucky woman?

Pegasus: Ishizu Ishtar.

Audience: Oooooooooooooooo.....

Tristan: What country do you plan on visiting afterwards?

Pegasus: I was thinking about Egypt.

Tea: How do you plan on making use of your powers?

Pegasus: I shall use them to make the world a better place.

Ayumi: *hits buzzer* That sounded so corny, Pegasus.

Pegasus: Why, thank you.

Ayumi: So, who are you and what are you announcing?

Pegasus: I am Yami announcing my engagement.

Ayumi: You ARE getting engaged, but you're not Yami.



Pegasus: I'm...the Dark Magician!

Ayumi: Correct! *contestants walk back to seats* Okay, 1,000 points to all of you, but minus 1,000 points
to Pegasus for thinking he was Yami and saying the "lucky woman" was Ishizu instead of me. Now, let's
play one of my favorite games..."Scenes from a Hat"! *pulls Japanese-flag-print hat from under desk*

*Pegasus and Mai walk to left side of stage; Tristan and Tea walk to right side*

Ayumi: For this game, before the show we asked the audience to write down suggestions for scenes that
they'd like to have our contestants act out. We stick the good ones in this hat, and we see how many
they can do. The first scene is *pulls out slip of paper from hat* "What teachers think while reciting the
Pledge of Allegiance."

Tristan: *walks on stage* Blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah...

Mai: *walks on stage* I'd like to get my hands on whoever wrote these lyrics.

Pegasus: *walks on stage* We could make this a whole lot more cheery if we sang the words!

Ayumi: *pulls out slip of paper* "Messages you wouldn't expect to hear on an answering machine."

Tea: *walks on stage* "If you're calling about the car, I sold it. If it's Tuesday night I'm bowling. If you've
got something to sell, you're wasting your time - I'm not buying. If this is anybody else, wait for the tone.
You know what to do. P.S. If this is Austin, I still love you."

Ayumi: Hey, that's from the song "Austin"!

Tea: Yep. And the other time it goes...

Ayumi & Tea: *singing* "If it's Friday night I'm at the ball game, and first thing Saturday if it don't rain, I'm
headed out to the lake, and I'll be gone all weekend long. But I'll call you back when I get home on
Sunday afternoon. P.S. If this is Austin, I still love you..."

*Pegasus, Tristan, and Mai sweat-drop*

Tristan: *walks on stage; holds pretend phone to ear* WE'RE NOT BUYING ANY!!! *hangs up phone*
Whatever...

Pegasus: *walks on stage; holds pretend phone to ear* Your mission, if you chose to accept it, is to
leave a message after the beep. This phone will self-destruct in 3, 2, 1...KA-BOOM!!!

Ayumi: The next scene is...*pulls out paper* "What's REALLY in that fruit juice." (A/N: thanks, KC1)

Mai: *walks on stage* Ingredients: Carbonated water, Artificial Flavoring, and Red #40.

Tristan: *walks on stage* Ingredients...not available!?



Tea: *walks on stage* Ingredients: Vodka, more Vodka, and even more Vodka.

Pegasus: *walks on stage* Ingredients: Filtered water, Cranberry Juice, Apple Juice from Concentrate,
Pineapple Juice, High Fructose Corn Syrup, Ascorbic Acid (Vitamin C).

Ayumi: How the heck did you remember all that!?

Pegasus: *pulls juice bottle from pocket* It's all right here!

*Everyone else Anime-falls*

Ayumi: O-kay...Well, our next scene is *pulls out paper* "Things Yugi will never say." (A/N: given by an
anonymous reviewer)

Tristan: *walks on stage* D-*beep, beep-beep, beeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep*-k.

Tea: *walks on stage* Naw, I don't feel like dueling today.

Pegasus: *walks on stage* I surrender!

Ayumi: Actually, he did surrender to Rebecca Hawkins.

Mai: I doubt he yelled, "I surrender!" though.

Tristan: No, he just said it calmly.

Ayumi: *pulls out paper* So, "Things you shouldn't do in a grocery store." (A/N: thanks to Mists
[anonymous])

Mai: *walks on stage* I wonder what this tastes like...*pretends to open a container*

Tristan: *walks on stage; pretends to climb up shelves* LOOK AT ME!!! I'M TARZAN!!!

Tea: *does cartwheels on stage*

Mai: *walks on stage with Pegasus* That'll be $15.98.

Pegasus: Could I write you an I-owe-you? I'm afraid I left my money in my other pants.

Ayumi: *hits buzzer* Nice job all! I'll give 1,000 points to all of you, with a 1,000-point bonus to Tea for
singing with me and doing cartwheels. Don't go away, we'll be right back!



7 - Show 2: The Winner: Hoedown

Ayumi: *standing on stage with Tristan, Pegasus, and Mai* Hello and welcome back to "Whose Line is it
Anime?" Tonight's winner - Téa Gardner!

Most of Audience: *applaud*

Rest of Audience: Boooooooooooo!!!!!

Téa: *sitting in Ayumi's chair* *to booing part of audience* Well, screw you!!!

Ayumi: Nice job, Téa! *gives Téa a hug*

Téa: *proud smile*

Ayumi: So, while she gets to rest in the comfy chair, the rest of us are going to play the "Whose Line"
cast's favorite game - "Hoe-down"! *applause* What I need from the audience is something that you
would want to keep secret.

Audience: Fired! You're a secret agent! Have a yami!

Ayumi: That one's appropriate... We'll do the "yami Hoe-down." *music starts*

Pegasus: *confused* I don't know what a "yami" is,
But I'll sing this anyway.
I guess I should pay more attention
To the episodes on Saturday.
I'm betting it has something to do
With the Millennium Items.
After all everything else mysterious
Has to do with them!

Ayumi: My boyfriend is a yami,
But not an evil one, oh no.
He protects the world
Everywhere he goes,
From thieves like Bakura
Who try to take it over.
Once they had a fight
With my neighbors' lawnmowers!

Mai: I take it from Ayumi's verse
A yami is an evil spirit.
Would someone please tell me the truth?



I'd really like to hear it!
I don't know why Kazuki
Makes me so oblivious.
I've been to the Shadow Realm,
I should really know what it is!!!

Tristan: Bakura is a yami.
How do I know this, you ask?
He told me just yesterday,
While stealing my favorite hat.
He also stole everything else.
Why didn't I try to stop him?
Well, I was in such a state of shock -
He was dressed like Michael Jackson!

Ayumi: *trying desperately to stop laughing* We'll see you next time...*pause while laughing* On "Whose
Line is it Anime?"!!! *waves*

Téa: *waves from desk*
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